
SCOUT Projects:       Replacement TV Cabinet 

m/v SCOUT (Great Harbour N37)          Ray Henry  

Description 
A replacement for a failing TV cabinet with slimmer design and larger TV. 

Parts Ordered 
1. 3/4” hardwood veneer plywood 

2. 3/4” hardwood S4S lumber 

3. 40” very slim (2.3”) HD TV 

4. Sound bar 

5. Stainless slam latches (2) 

 
6. Cable grommet 

 
7. Slim (0.69”) TV Mount 

 



Design 
Our TV cabinet was showing its age.  Sun damage, warping, and loose wood pieces were causing 

concern.  Building a replacement was an opportunity to increase the size of the TV (they have gotten 

slimmer and lighter in recent years) and reducing the overall visual impact of the cabinet by making it 

slimmer. 

I planned to re-use the swing hinges from the old cabinet. 

Most of the work was measuring (then measuring, and measuring again) all of the parts and 

cutting/milling the wood.  I wanted the TV to completely fill the flip-down panel and come right to the 

edge to minimize the overall size.  

 

With the slim TV and slim mount, I thought I would be able to make the cabinet only as deep as the 

existing window valances.   

Based on the TV measurements and flip up panel clearances, it appeared that the cabinet X-Y 

dimensions would only  be about 3-4 inches wider on each side, and extended back slightly, would not 

protrude any further forward into the salon. 



Completion 
Taking the existing cabinet down took a considerable amount of effort! 

 

 

The woodwork for the new cabinet consumed much of the overall project time.  I started with the 

plywood panel, hardwood trim pieces, and bungs. 

  
 



Next was the outside cabinet.  Since it was going to be a bit heavier than the previous setup, I put more 

A LOT of additional screw points around the mounting cleats. 

 

 

 

Repeated test fittings, adjustments, and do-overs along the way….. 

 

 



Finally, after much too much project time, it is finished! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

I mounted a surge-protected outlet strip with two USB power ports (for Amazon TV, etc.) just behind the 

cabinet and all plugs and wiring goes through a large oval grommet in the back corner of the cabinet.  

I ran the TV’s USB media connector and one of the HDMI ports over to a pair of bulkhead connectors at 

the nav table using extension cables.  Amazon TV uses another of the HDMI ports and is mounted 

behind the TV.   

I put a flat-black painted piece of lauan up inside to cover the deckhouse roof.  

The soundbar connects to the TV audio when needed, but also has Bluetooth so we can use it alone, 

with music on our phones. 

Do-Overs and Comments 
My impatience with getting the project moving caused me to use cherry and stain since I had access to 

it, instead of trying to color-match the sun-faded mahogany that was in the rest of the salon. The 

isolated nature of the TV cabinet makes it not so bad that it is a different shade, however.  It will 

probably fade some over time as well. 

I do like the sleeker, lower profile a lot, it opens up the forward visibility a bit. 

Very happy with the larger TV (Samsung 4K UHD) – good for my failing eyesight 😉  

 


